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We’re operating in a game-changer era. All 
organisations face the challenges of the digital 
communication age, with people able to see further 
into their operations than ever before, and instant 
channels enabling information to go global in a 
heartbeat.

The game-change goes far beyond the presence of 
social media; it’s the deeper impact of the digital age 
that’s really created the shift.

Research* shows regular employees now have a 
significant influence when talking to others (including 
their social networks) about your business or 
organisation. 

At the same time, we’re now operating in the 
Reputation Economy. People are more likely to 
form an opinion about your business based on what 
they’ve heard from others in their network, than on 
the services you provide.

Put those elements together and one thing is 
clear: communication is no longer the domain 
only of professional media or public relations staff. 
Every staff member now has a profound effect on 
your organisation’s future, through the way they 
communicate with your audiences.

Everyone in your business is a reputation 
ambassador. In this environment, those with superior 
communication skills will survive and thrive.

Dr Neryl East is a reputation, communication and 
media expert who develops reputation capital in 
businesses and organisations, and builds sound 
communication skills in their teams.

Neryl offers a program of tailored communication training workshops including:

• Media skills
• How to write in plain language 
• Presentations that pack a punch

Communication training – 
    delivered by a reputation specialist

*Edelman Trust Barometer annual survey results, 2011-2014
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Media Skills Workshops
The immediacy of today’s communication means no organisation can afford to have ongoing negative 
media coverage or poor media relationships. 

While a positive media profile is important in any environment, it is critical for you due to:

• increased expectations for immediate and transparent information about your business
• increased pressure on resources that limit spending on other forms of paid communication
• the significant risk of negative issues spreading virally through social media

Traditional media is still a vital channel

The “traditional” media – newspapers, radio and television – still provide unparalleled opportunities to 
communicate with large audiences via independent, third party coverage – providing credibility that 
can’t be achieved through social media and other forms of communication directly generated by the 
organisation. 

With the media always looking for controversy, it’s also critical that every business and organisation 
has the skills and agility to respond quickly and effectively to any potential media issues.

Successfully engaging with the media requires a specific skill set and an
understanding of how journalists work. Neryl’s media workshops provide staff at all levels with practical 
skills that can be immediately applied to media interviews and other interactions with journalists.
.
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Media Skills Workshops Cont.
Recommended media workshops

The following workshops can be mixed and matched depending on your requirements.

Workshop 1 – media skills for managers, team leaders and project staff (one day)

This workshop – targeted at staff who need to increase their overall media skills - is highly interactive 
and practical, with specific content developed in consultation with your Communications staff.

At the end of the workshop, participants will:

1. Have an increased understanding of how the media works
2. Have practical tools and tactics to increase opportunities for attracting positive media coverage
3. Understand media liaison in your specific environment
4. Have developed practical interview skills and
5. Know what to do if they get caught in a negative media situation

The workshop includes:

The world of the media
• The importance of the media as a communication tool
• How journalists think and what they look for
• Different needs of different types of media

How to get noticed by the media
• Tools to increase your media saleability
• The power of a good media release
• The importance of good visuals
• Why timeframes are critical

Putting it into practice
• Top tips for great interviews
• How to handle negative questions
• Practice interviews and feedback
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Media Skills Workshops Cont.
Workshop 2 – Advanced interview skills for Executive staff (delivered over a full day, or a half day, 
3- 4 hours)

Media skills are a critical asset for any leader. In this interactive media interview training workshop, 
Neryl East engages participants to develop new insight into what journalists look for in an interview, 
and imparts highly effective interview techniques which participants then practice.

The session includes:

Key elements of a media interview
• What the interviewer looks for
• Your role as an interviewee
• News vs public information
• Interview styles

Structure and presentation
• A format for what to say
• Honing your delivery

Answering questions
• Getting your message across, every time
• Handling negative questions and criticism

Practice interviews (specific to your business)
• Proactive scenario
• Reactive scenario
• News conference (if required)

This session can be delivered using a professional camera crew or a media interview environment 
can be simulated using existing resources.
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Have you ever read something and wondered “what the heck does that mean?” You’re not alone! 
Most of us have received confusing and bureaucratic information from a government department or 
business – and your organisation probably sends its fair share.

Businesses waste an incredible amount of time, effort and money because many staff members don’t 
know how to write in plain language. The spin-off effect is huge: people misunderstand the message 
and make poor decisions, they waste their time and yours by having to ring up and ask questions, or 
– worst of all – they get annoyed and throw potentially important information away.

In today’s Reputation Economy, all organisations need staff with superior communication skills – 
including the ability to write so clearly that people get your message first time, every time. 

In this highly en interactive training workshop, participants gain new insights into the power of words 
and how to use them clearly, simply and to the greatest effect. 

Neryl recommends this training is run over a full day (it can be compressed into a shorter session if 
required).

At the end of the workshop, participants will:
• Understand why it’s important for written communication to be easily understood 
• Recognise the needs of different audiences and specific ways to communicate with them
• Know four killer techniques for making their writing more clear
• Demonstrate improved writing skills directly relevant to their work

Workshop outline (guide only – this can be tailored for specific needs):

Plain language principles
• The perils of unclear information
• How everyone benefits – including you - when you’re understood first time
• Make it plain, but don’t ‘dumb it down’

Putting the reader first
• Considering your audience
• Different styles for different communication methods
• The amazing power of tone and language

The plain language toolkit
• Four techniques for getting your message across, every time
• Problem words and phrases and how to avoid them
• Undoing old habits

Putting it into practice
• Practical exercises: applying plain language techniques to your own work

How to Write in Plain Language
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Presentations that Pack a Punch

The ability to stand in front of an audience – whether it’s five or 500 – and deliver a compelling 
message, is an essential skill for any leader and those aspiring to lead.

The reality is that most of us go weak at the knees at the thought of speaking in front of others. Even 
those who feel relatively confident can struggle to get their information across in an engaging and 
memorable way.

In this highly interactive training workshop, Neryl shares specific techniques and practical tips for 
giving a great presentation – whether it’s a report delivered at a meeting, an update to staff or a 
conference speech.

Neryl recommends this training is run over a full day (it can also be compressed into half a day or 
tailored to your specific timeframe).

At the end of this workshop, participants will:
• Understand the importance of knowing their audience and tailoring their message
• Have a toolkit of skills for speaking in public
• Know how to engage an audience without relying on PowerPoint slides
• Be able to answer questions with style
• Have increased confidence when speaking to an audience

Workshop outline (guide only):

Tailoring your message for your audience
• Adopting the right mindset
• Analysing your audience’s needs
• Connecting and building rapport

Avoiding Death by PowerPoint
• Getting the structure right
• Your speaker toolkit
• Telling stories that sing

First and last impressions
• What to wear, how to stand
• Intros that grab and endings that sizzle
• Handling questions with pizzazz

Putting it to the test
• Tips for preparation
• On your feet: practising your presentation
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Neryl East MA PhD has more than 30 years experience as a communications
professional.. She began her career in the media, spending more than a decade as a journalist, 
producer and presenter in radio and television. Neryl then moved into communications management, 
where she held senior communication and marketing roles across diverse sectors. 

Neryl now operates a specialist communications and training practice and works with businesses and 
organisations on how to survive and thrive in today’s Reputation Economy.  Her client list includes 
QBE Australia, SDN Children’s Services, GJ Gardner Homes, Gowrie NSW, Public Relations Institute 
of Australia, Government Communications Australia, Society of Local Government Managers New 
Zealand, University of Wollongong, Transport for NSW and councils in NSW, Victoria and South 
Australia.

Neryl has a Master of Arts and a PhD in Journalism and has lectured in communication at the 
University of Wollongong and APM College of Business and Communication. She is a sought-after 
speaker and trainer in the field of reputation management and a published author on communication 
and change. 

For more information, visit www.neryleast.com

What others say about Neryl’s Training

“Neryl is an energetic and expressive speaker with a deep knowledge in her area of expertise. I 
would highly recommend Neryl.” - Suzy Jacobs, Founder, SHE Business

“Your training was so well-received, and we’ve had lots of great feedback from staff who participated. 
We’ve even already started implementing some of the tips you provided.” - Mieka Symes, 
Communications Officer - Mildura Rural City Council

“Neryl is electric, her story, ideas, lessons are inspiring and you walk away with additional knowledge 
and inspired to reflect on your own practice”– Deb Ganderton, Government Communications 
Australia

“Thanks for your work yesterday at the media training. I have just finished the analysis of the 
evaluations and the feedback was great. One participant even said it was the ‘best course I’ve been 
on’.” – Training Officer - Transport for NSW 

“The workshop was informative, insightful and empowering. Everything I learned I will be able to 
implement into my everyday work.” - Participant, PRIA breakfast, November 2014 

About Neryl East
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2015 Fee Schedule
Your investment includes:

• Preparation, including phone meeting with relevant staff
• Notes/workbook for participants
• Delivery of workshops as outlined in this proposal
 

Prices are indicative, and may vary depending on your specific needs. Please note that prices quoted 
are exclusive of GST. 
 
Full day workshop - $4900

Full day workshop with professional camera crew - $7900 (indicative)

Half day workshop - $2900
 
Prices include travel within the Sydney metropolitan area and the Illawarra. Travel to other areas is 
invoiced at cost or can be booked directly by your council. Costs for a professional camera operator 
(if required), are additional.
 

Neryl East Communications Pty Limited

Web

info@neryleast.com

www.neryleast.com

Phone
Email 0416 913 243


